Emerging Issues Facilitators’ Code of Conduct and Ethics

I ______________________________ undertake to live by the following as my personal code of conduct and ethics initially as a facilitator of Emerging Issues and ultimately as a professional educator.

Thus I undertake to:

**In terms of the programme:**
- Be a good (constructive) role model and change agent
- Respect the views of others
- Use experiential teaching/learning techniques
- Be committed to my work and the programme
- Master the content
- Keep abreast of current issues
- Be a keen listener and observer

**In terms of the students:**
- Encourage constructive and interactive participation from the students
- Provide a balanced friendly teacher/student relationship

**In terms of the administration:**
- Use resources judiciously
- Provide a link between facilitators and the administration

**In terms of colleagues:**
- Co-operate and develop mutual trust among colleagues
- Be a supportive team player and encourage team members in terms of ideas and materials

**As a professional educator:**
- Be time conscious, regular and punctual
- Be empathetic,
- Encourage, support and practice hygiene
- Be resourceful and creative
- Be a good communicator
- Practice cordial behaviour
- Create a conducive learning environment

Signed: ____________________________________________________________

Date: _____________________________________________________________